Dear People with the fate of the Buffalo River in their hands,

Doesn't anybody in charge know right from wrong anymore? Can you really not figure out why there shouldn't be a 75,000 pig/meat operation with almost 3,000,000 gallons of pig poop/animal waste per year launched airborne into people's neighborhoods and lungs in a delicate ecosystem of Karst Topography near our country's first National River? This is not right.

NO CAFOS ON THE BUFFALO. NONE. NO MORE PERMITS, NO MORE DRAFTS, NO MORE LONG, CONFUSING, OVERDONE DOCUMENTS SO PEOPLE CAN POLLUTE FOR PROFIT. IT'S DESTRUCTIVE TO THE ENVIRONMENT, INHUMANE TO THE ANIMALS, AND DEHUMANIZING TO THE WORKERS.

NO CAFOS ON THE BUFFALO.......PERIOD.

Thank you,
Jori Costello
AR Citizen 72701